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Abstract

Dataflow analysis for concurrent programs is a prob-
lem of critical importance but, unfortunately, also an un-
decidable one. A key obstacle is to determine precisely how
dataflow facts at a location in a given thread could be af-
fected by operations of other threads. This problem, in turn,
boils down to pairwise reachability, i.e., given program lo-
cationsc1 and c2 in two threadsT1 and T2, respectively,
determining whetherc1 and c2 are simultaneously reach-
able in the presence of constraints imposed by synchroniza-
tion primitives. Unfortunately, pairwise reachability isun-
decidable for most synchronization primitives. However, we
leverage the surprising result that the closely related prob-
lem of parameterized pairwise reachability ofc1 and c2,
i.e., whether for somen1 and n2, c1 and c2 are simulta-
neously reachable in the programT n1

1 ‖T n2

2 comprised of
n1 copies ofT1 andn2 copies ofT2, is not only decidable
for many primitives, but efficiently so. Although parameter-
ization makes pairwise reachability tractable it may over-
approximate the set of pairwise reachable locations and
can, therefore, be looked upon as an abstraction technique.
Whereas abstract interpretation is used for control and data
abstractions, we propose the use of parameterization as an
abstraction for concurrency. Leveraging abstract interpre-
tation in conjunction with parameterization allows us to lift
two desirable properties of sequential dataflow analysis to
the concurrent domain, i.e., precision and scalability.

1 Introduction

Dataflow analysis is an effective and indispensable tech-
nique for analyzing large scale real-life sequential pro-
grams. For concurrent programs, however, it has proven
to be an undecidable problem [17]. This has created a huge
gap in terms of the techniques required to meaningfully an-
alyze concurrent programs (which must satisfy the two key
criteria of achievingprecisionwhile ensuringscalability)
and what the current state-of-the-art offers.

The key obstacle in the dataflow analysis of concurrent

programs is to determine for a control locationl in a given
thread, how the other threads could affect dataflow facts atl.
Equivalently, one may view this problem as one ofprecisely
delineatingtransactions, i.e., sections of code that can be
executed atomically, based on the dataflow analysis being
carried out. The various possible interleavings of these
atomic sections then determines interference across threads.
This question, in turn, boils down topairwise reachability,
i.e., whether a given pair of control locations in two dif-
ferent threads are simultaneously reachable. Indeed, in a
global stateg, a context switch is required at locationl of
threadT where a shared variablesh is accessed only if start-
ing atg, some other thread currently at locationm can reach
another locationm′ with an access tosh that conflicts with
l, i.e.,l andm′ are pairwise reachable froml andm. In that
case, we need to consider both interleavings wherein either
l or m′ is executed first thus requiring a context switch atl.

A simple strategy for dataflow analysis of concur-
rent program consists of three main steps (i) compute
the analysis-specific abstract interpretation of the concur-
rent program, (ii) delineate the transactions, (iii) compute
dataflow facts on the transition graph resulting by taking
all necessary interleavings of the transactions. Pushdown
systems (PDSs) [1] provide a natural framework for model-
ing abstractly interpreted threads. A PDS has a finite con-
trol part corresponding to the valuation of the variables of
the given thread and a stack which provides a means to
model recursion. Step (ii) then reduces to pairwise reach-
ability of interacting PDSs in the presence of scheduling
constraints imposed by synchronization primitives. While
the reachability problem for a single PDS is efficiently de-
cidable, it becomes undecidable for PDSs interacting via
standard synchronization primitives like locks, rendezvous
(Wait/Notify) and broadcasts (Wait/NotifyAll). This is the
key reason for the tractability gap between dataflow anal-
ysis of sequential and concurrent programs. In this paper,
we proposeparameterizationas a means to bypassing this
intractability barrier.

Given control locationsc1 and c2 of PDSsP1 andP2,
respectively,c1 andc2 are said to beparameterized pair-
wise reachableif for some n1 and n2, they are simulta-
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neously reachable in the systemPn1

1 ||Pn2

2 comprised of
the interleaved parallel composition ofni copiesPi, i.e.,
∃n1, n2 : Pn1

1 ||Pn2

2 |= EF(c1 ∧ c2). One would expect
reasoning about the system with just two PDSsP1 andP2

to be easier than reasoning about an unbounded number of
copies ofP1 andP2. Surprisingly, however, for many im-
portant cases of practical interest, parameterized pairwise
reachability is not merely tractable but efficiently so. This
key insight of delineating transactions based on parameter-
ized pairwise reachability instead of pairwise reachability
of control states helps us in surmounting the undecidability
barrier for dataflow analysis of concurrent programs.

Clearly, pairwise reachability implies parameterized
pairwise reachability but the reverse is not true. Thus
parameterized pairwise reachability may over-approximate
the set of reachable pairs of control states. However, it is
useful to consider this problem for many important reasons.
First, for PDSs interacting via primitives like locks, the sets
of pairwise and parameterized pairwise reachable control
states are the same. Thus for locks we do not lose any
reachability information by resorting to parameterization.
Secondly, for primitives like rendezvous, even if parame-
terization may, in general, over-approximate the set of pair-
wise reachable states, it still allows us to cheaply identify
many pairs of control states that are not pairwise reachable
and significantly cut down on the set of interleavings that
we need to consider for generating dataflow facts. In other
words, parameterization can be looked upon as anabstrac-
tion technique. Whereas abstract interpretation is used for
control and data abstractions, we propose the use of parame-
terization as an addeddimension of abstractionfor handling
concurrency. Leveraging abstract interpretation in conjunc-
tion with parameterization allows us to lift two desirable
properties of sequential dataflow analysis to the concurrent
domain, i.e., precision and scalability.

In this paper, we consider concurrent programs com-
prised of threads communicating with each other using
shared variables and synchronizing using standard prim-
itives like locks, wait/notify-style rendezvous and broad-
casts. Pairwise reachability in such programs is determined
by constraints enforced by (i) synchronization primitives,
and (ii) data values. Transaction delineation for such pro-
grams is done via an iterative procedure. First, an initial
set of transactions is identified by using parameterized pair-
wise reachability arising only out of synchronization con-
straints and ignoring shared variables. Clearly, this may
over-approximate the set of pairwise reachable states result-
ing in smaller transactions. Therefore, we next use sound
invariants like intervals, octagons and polyhedra [5, 6, 7,15]
to slice away unreachable portions of the given concurrent
program. These invariants, which also track shared vari-
ables, are computed for the entire concurrent program based
on the transactions computed in the previous step. Next,
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Figure 1. Decidability Boundary: Model Check-
ing vs. PMCP

on this sliced program we again compute the parameter-
ized pairwise reachable control states which are then used
to refine transactions computed in the previous step. The
whole process is repeated till we can no longer identify
larger transactions (see sec 2). Once the transactions have
been delineated, dataflow analysis on the product graph of
the transactions can be carried out as in the sequential case.

Apart from applications in dataflow analysis for concur-
rent programs, parameterized reachability, or more broadly,
the Parameterized Model Checking Problem (PMCP), is
also of independent interest. Indeed, many critical applica-
tions like protocols for networking, cache coherence, and
multi-core architectures running multi-threaded software,
among others, are, by nature, parameterized. As a con-
crete example, Linux device drivers are supposed to work
correctly irrespective of the number of threads executing
them. For such applications, the goal is to establish cor-
rectness of programs of the formUn1

1 ||...||Unm
m irrespective

of the numberni of threads executing the code for driver
Ui. Given a temporal propertyf , the PMCP is to decide
whether for somen1, ..., nm : Un1

1 ||...||Unm
m |= f . To fur-

ther appreciate the importance of the PMCP, consider the
problem of establishing the absence of data races in a pro-
gramU1||U2 comprised of threadsU1 andU2 running two,
possibly distinct, device drivers. Then, if we establish the
absence of a data race in the parameterized systemUn

1 ||U
m
2

comprised of arbitrarily many copies ofU1 andU2 (which
can be more tractable), it automatically establishes data race
freedom forU1||U2. This is particularly important since
for many applications, like device drivers, even though we
might be interested only in the correctness of a system with
a fixed number of threads, the underlying notion of correct-
ness is, in fact, parameterized correctness.

In this paper, for each of the standard synchronization
primitives, we precisely classify the (linear) temporal logic
fragments for which the PMCP is decidable and, in some
cases, provide efficient algorithms for the decidable frag-
ments. Correctness properties are expressed using Lin-
ear Temporal Logic without the next-time operatorX, viz.,
LTL\X. Each formula of LTL\X is built using the temporal
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operatorsF “eventually,” U “until,” G “always,” but with-
out X “next-time”; the boolean connectives¬,∨,∧; and
atomic propositions interpreted over the local control states
of PDSs. Note that absence of the “next-time” operatorX

makes the logic stuttering insensitive which is usual when
reasoning about parameterized systems.

Our new results show that decidability of the PMCP
hinges on the set of temporal operators allowed in the cor-
rectness property thereby providing a natural way to charac-
terize LTL fragments for which the PMCP is decidable. We
useL(Op1, ..., Opk), whereOpi ∈ {F, U, G}, to denote the
fragment comprised of formulae of the formEf , wheref
is an LTL\X formula in positive normal form (PNF), viz.,
only atomic propositions are negated, built using the tempo-
ral operatorsOp1, ..., Opk and the Boolean connectives∨
and∧. HereE denotes the “existential path quantifier”. Ob-
viously,L(U, G) is the full-blown double-indexed LTL\X.
Specifically, we show the following (see fig 1: fragments
above each curve are undecidable for that primitive).

(a) The PMCP forL(F, G) andL(U) is, in general, unde-
cidable even for systems wherein the PDSsdo not interact
at all with each other. Thus in order to get decidability of
the PMCP for PDSs, interacting or not, we have to restrict
ourselves to either the sub-logic L(F) or the sub-logic L(G).
For these sub-logics, decidability of the PMCP depends on
the synchronization primitive used by the PDSs.

(b) For the sub-logic L(F), we show that the PMCP is
efficiently decidable for PDSs interacting via pairwise or
asynchronous rendezvous and nested locks but remains un-
decidable for broadcasts and non-nested locks. The decid-
ability for pairwise rendezvous (and for asynchronous ren-
dezvous) is surprising given the undecidability of model
checking systems comprised of two (even isomorphic)
PDSs interacting via pairwise rendezvous for reachability
– a cornerstone undecidability result for model checking in-
teracting PDSs [17]. Our new results show that the PMCP
for PDSs interacting via pairwise rendezvous is not only de-
cidable but efficiently so. This is especially interesting as it
illustrates that for rendezvous switching to the parameter-
ized version of the problem makes it more tractable.

(c) For the fragment L(G), we show that the PMCP is
decidable for pairwise and asynchronous rendezvous and
locks (even non-nested ones). This settles the PMCP for
all the standard synchronization primitives.

As applications, we illustrate the usefulness of our tech-
niques in computing range, octagonal and polyhderal invari-
ants for concurrent programs. It is shown that such invari-
ants can, in turn, be used to statically reduce a large fraction
of bogus data race warnings resulting from lockset-based
methods [13]. Our experiments were conducted on a suite
of Linux drivers with known race conditions downloaded
fromwww.kernel.org.

void Alloc Page(){
a1: pt lock(&plk);
a2: if(pg count≥ LIMIT) {
a3: ptwait(&pg lim,&plk);
a4: pgcount++;
a5: ptunlock(&plk);
a6: } else{
a7: lock(&countlock);
a8: ptunlock(&plk);
a9: page = allocpage();
a10: if(page)
a11: pgcount++;
a12 unlock(&countlock);

}
}

void DeallocPage(){
b1: pt lock(&plk);
b2: if (pg count==LIMIT) {
b3: pt send(&pglim, &plk);
b4: pgcount--;
b5: pt unlock(&plk);
b6: } else{
b7: lock(&countlock);
b8: pt unlock(&plk);
b9: pgcount--;
b10: unlock(&countlock);

}
}

Figure 2. An Example Program

2 Motivation

We consider the problem of static warning generation for
data race bugs in concurrent programs. Classical warning
generation has three main steps: (i) determine all control
locations in each thread with shared variable accesses, (ii)
compute the set of locks held at each of these locations, and
(iii) each pair of control locations in different threads where
(a) the same shared variable is accessed, (b) at least one of
the accesses is a write operation, and (c) disjoint locksets
are held, is flagged as a data race warning.

The main weakness of lockset-based static warning gen-
eration techniques is that too many bogus warnings may be
generated. The key reason for this is that such techniques
typically ignore conditional statements, and so locationsc1

andc2 in different thread constituting a data race warning
might not be pairwise reachable in the given concurrent
program. However, using dataflow analysis such as con-
stant folding and interval, octagon and polyhedral analyses
[5, 6, 7, 15] (lifted to concurrent programs), a significant
fraction of these bogus warnings can be weeded out as is
illustrated by the following example.

Example. Consider the example concurrent program
shown in figure 2 wherein different threads may execute
the PageAlloc and PageDealloc functions. The counter
pg count stores the number of pages allocated so far.
The PageAlloc routine tries to allocate a new page. If
the number of pages already allocated has reached the
maximum allowed limitLIMIT, then it waits (a3) until
a page is deallocated by thepagedealloc routine and a
waiting thread signaled (b3). For brevity, we have have
usedpt lock, pt unlock, ptsend, ptwait for the Pthread
functions pthreadmutexlock, pthreadmutexunlock,
pthreadcondsend, pthreadcondwait

The shared variablepg count is accessed at locations
a4, a11, b4andb9. The lockset at locationsa4 andb4 is
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3, 1 3, 2 3, 3 3, 4 3, T

2, 1 T, 1 11, 3

1, 1 7, 1 8, 1 11, 1 11, 2 11, 7

1, 2 1, 3 1, 4 1, T T, 7

1, 7 1, 9 2, T 3, 9

2, 9 7, 9 7, T

Figure 3. The product transition graph for the
example in fig 2.

{plk} and ata11andb9 is {count lock}. Since these two
locksets are disjoint, the pairs of control locations(a4, b9)
and(a11, b4) are labeled as sites where potential data races
could arise. However, both(a4, b9)and(a11, b4)arebo-
gus. Importantly, these warnings can be detected as bogus
via simple static analyses as we now illustrate.

Figure 3 shows the product graph constructed, on the
fly, by the abstract interpreter running aninterval anal-
ysis. An interval over integers is of the[ℓi, ui] wherein
ℓi, ui ∈ Z ∪ ±∞ are integers or±∞, andℓi ≤ ui. We
denote the empty interval by the symbol⊥. Let I denote
the set of all intervals overZ. The interval domain con-
sists of assertions of the formxi ∈ [ℓ, u], associating each
variable with an interval containing its possible values.

Each node〈i, j〉 denotes the simultaneous reachability of
the labelai by the first thread and labelbj by the second.
Shaded nodes (and their descendants) are shown to be un-
reachable by our analysis. Consider the edge from the nodes
〈a11, b2〉 → 〈a11, b3〉. The edge is prohibited because of
the invariant0 ≤ pg count < PG LIM that is computed at
the location〈a11, b2〉. However, the edgeb2 → b3 in the
code is guarded by the conditionpg count == PG LIM.
Therefore, the invariant proves that the edge is never taken
in any execution and therefore, the configuration is never
reached. As a result of our analysis, we have established
that the nodesa11 andb3 cannot be simultaneously reached.
Together with the lockset analysis, this suffices to show that
the program is race-free. End Example.

To carry out dataflow analysis, we first need to use pair-
wise reachability information to delineate the transactions
of the given concurrent program. In determining pairwise
reachability, we handle (i) synchronization constraints via
our new procedures for parameterized reachability, and (ii)
data constraints via sound invariants like octagons, etc.
Note that unlike synchronization primitives, parameterized

pairwise reachability is undecidable for PDSs interacting
via shared variables which is why these constraints are han-
dled via sound invariants. First an initial set of (coarse)
transactions is identified by using parameterized pairwise
reachability based only on synchronization constraints and
ignoring shared variables (step 1 of algo. 1). These trans-
actions are then used to compute the initial set of octago-
nal/polyhedral invariants (step 3). However, based on these
sound invariants, it may be possible to prune away unreach-
able parts of the program. On this sliced program, we
again compute (synchronization-based) parameterized pair-
wise reachable control states which may yield larger trans-
actions (step 4). This, in turn, may lead to sharper invari-
ants. The process of progressively refining transactions by
leveraging synchronization constraints and sound invariants
in a dovetailed fashion continues till we reach a fix-point.

Algorithm 1 Computing the Product Transaction Graph

1: Construct a product transaction graphG by using only
lock and rendezvous constraints.

2: repeat
3: Compute range/octagonal/polyhedral invariants and,

if possible, prune paths fromG resulting inH .
4: Compute a new product transaction graphG′ taking

into account the pruning ofG that resulted inH .
5: until G andG′ are the same

3 System Model

We consider a family of systems of the form
Un1

1 ||...||Unm
m comprised of an arbitrary numberni of

copies of atemplatethreadUi. Each templateUi is mod-
eled as aPushdown System (PDS)[1]. Formally, a PDS
is a five-tupleP = (P, Act, Γ, c0, ∆), whereP is a fi-
nite set ofcontrol states, Act is a finite set ofactionscon-
taining theemptyaction e, Γ is a finite stack alphabet,
and∆ ⊆ (P × Γ) × Act × (P × Γ∗) is a finite set of
transition rules. If ((p, γ), a, (p′, w)) ∈ ∆ then we write

〈p, γ〉
a
→֒ 〈p′, w〉 or p

a:γ→w
→ p′. A configurationof P is a

pair 〈p, w〉, wherep ∈ P denotes the control location and
w ∈ Γ∗ the stack content. We call c0 the initial configu-
ration of P . Let C be the set of all configurations ofP .
For each actiona, we define a relation

a
→⊆ C × C as fol-

lows: if 〈q, γ〉
a
→֒ 〈q′, w〉, then〈q, γv〉

a
→ 〈q′, wv〉 for every

v ∈ Γ∗. Thejth copy ofUi, in Un1

1 ||...||Unm
m , denoted by

Ui[j], communicates with the other threads via shared vari-
ables and synchronizes using standard primitives like locks,
pairwise or asynchronous rendezvous, and broadcasts.

1. Locks. Locks are standard primitives used to enforce
mutually exclusive access to shared resources. We say that
a concurrent program accesses locks in anestedfashion iff
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along each computation of the program, a thread can only
release the last lock that it acquired along that computation
and that has not yet been released [12]. Nested locks are
important as practical programming guidelines used by de-
velopers often require that locks be used in a nested fashion.
In fact, in Java (version 1.4) and C# locking is syntactically
guaranteed to be nested.

2. Pairwise and Asynchronous Rendezvous.Ren-
dezvous are motivated byWait/Notify primitives of
Java/Pthreads Library. The pairwise rendezvous transitions
of a thread are labeled withsendor receiveactions of the
form a! andb?, respectively. A pair of transitions belong-
ing to different threads and labeled withl! andl? are called
matching. A rendezvous transitiontr1 : a

r
→ b of a thread

Ti is enabled in global state of a concurrent program, iff
there exists a threadTj other thanTi, in local statec such
that there is a matching rendezvous transition of the form

tr2 : c
r′

→ d. Executing the rendezvous involves both the
pairwise send and receive transitionstr1 andtr2 firing syn-
chronously as a result of whichTi andTj transit tob andd,
respectively, in one atomic step.

The only difference between pairwise and asynchronous

rendezvous is that an asynchronous send transitiona
l↑
→ b

(labeled withl ↑ instead ofl!) is non-blocking, viz., can be

executed irrespective of whether a matching receivec
l↓
→ d

(labeled withl ↓ instead ofl?) is present or not. A receive
transition, on the other hand, does require a matching send
to be currently enabled with both the send and receive tran-
sitions then being fired atomically.

3. BroadcastBroadcast transitions are labeled with send
and receive action symbols of the forma!! anda??, respec-
tively. A send transition that is enabled can always be fired.
A receive transition, on the other hand, can only be fired
if there exists an enabled matching broadcast send transi-
tion. Broadcasts differ from rendezvous is that executing a
broadcast send transition forces not merely one but all other
processes with matching receives to fire in one atomic step.

For simplicity, we will formulate our results for parame-
terized systems with a single templateU . For multiple tem-
plates we will simply indicate how to carry out the general-
ization. Given a global computationx of Un, we usex[i, j]
to denote the sequence resulting from projectingx onto the
local computation sequence of threadsU [i] andU [j].

Correctness Properties. We consider the PMCP for for-
mulae expressed in double-indexed Linear Temporal Logic
without the next-time operator (LTL\X). A temporal for-
mula f is a double-indexedformula over PDSsU [i] and
U [j] if each of its atomic propositions may be interpreted
over pairs of control states ofU [i] andU [j], in which case
it is denoted byf(i, j). If the atomic propositions off are
interpreted over the control states of just one process, say
U [i], then it is denoted byf(i) and referred to as a single-

index formula.
Conventionally, a systemM satisfies a given LTL for-

mula f , denoted byM |= f , if f is satisfied along each
path starting at the initial state ofM. Using the universal
path quantifierA, we may write this asM |= Af . Equiv-
alently, one can model check for the dual property¬Af =
E¬f = Eg, whereE is the existential path quantifier. Fur-
thermore, we can assume thatg is in positive normal form
(PNF), viz., the negations are pushed inwards as far as pos-
sible. We useL(Op1, ..., Opk), whereOpi ∈ {F, U, G}, to
denote the fragment of double-indexed LTL\X comprised
of formulae of the formEf in positive normal form (only
atomic propositions are negated) wheref is built using the
operatorsOp1, ..., Opk and∨ and∧.

The Branching-time Logic B(F). We use B(F) to denote
the set of branching-time formulae built using the temporal
operatorAF, the boolean operators∨ and∧, and atomic
propositions. In this paper, we do not deal with the model
checking of branching-time logics. B(F) is used only in an
intermediate step in the decision procedure for L(G) .

The Parameterized Model Checking Problem. Given
finitely many template PDSsU1, ..., Un and a temporal
propertyf , the Parameterized Model Checking Problem
(PMCP) is to decide whether∃n1, ..., nk : Un1 ||...||Unk |=
f , wheref is double-indexed LTL\X formula.

Multi-Automata. Let P = (P, Act, Γ, c0, ∆) be a
pushdown system whereP = {p1, ..., pm}. A P-
multi-automaton(P-MA for short) [1] is a tupleA =
(Γ, Q, δ, I, F ) whereQ is a finite set of states,δ ⊆ Q ×
Γ × Q is a set of transitions,I = {s1, ..., sm} ⊆ Q is a
set of initial states andF ⊆ Q is a set of final states. Each
initial statesi corresponds to the control statepi of P .

We define the transition relation−→⊆ Q × Γ∗ × Q as
the smallest relation satisfying the following:

• if (q, γ, q′) ∈ δ thenq
γ

−→ q′,

• q
ǫ

−→ q for everyq ∈ Q, and

• if q
w

−→ q′′ andq′′
γ

−→ q′ thenq
wγ
−→ q′.

A multi-automaton can be thought of as adata struc-
ture that is used to succinctly represent (potentially infinite)
regular sets of configurations of a given PDS. Towards that
end, we say that multi-automatonA accepts a configuration
〈pi, w〉 if si

w
−→ q for someq ∈ F . The set of configu-

rations recognized byA is denoted byConf(A). A set of
configurations isregular if it is recognized by some MA.

4 Undecidability Barriers

We start with two undecidability results for the PMCP for
systems comprised of PDSs that do not even interact with
each other.
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Theorem 1. The PMCPs forL(U) andL(G, F) are unde-
cidable for systems comprised of non-interacting PDSs.

An important consequence of the above results is that for
more expressive systems wherein PDSs interact using some
synchronization mechanism, we need to focus only on the
remaining fragments, viz.,L(F) andL(G).

5 Pairwise and Asynchronous Rendezvous

We now present decision procedures for the PMCPs for
L(F) and L(G) for PDSs interacting via rendezvous. We
start with a provably efficient procedure for computing the
set of allparameterized reachablecontrol locations ofU .
This is not only critical for dataflow analysis of concurrent
programs (sec. 2) but is also required for formulating deci-
sion procedures for L(F) and L(G) .

5.1 Parameterized Reachability

Definition 2 (Parameterized Reachability). We say that
a control statec (configurationc) of template processU is
parameterized reachable iff there exists a reachable global
states of Un, for somen, with a process in control statec
(configurationc).

We begin by showing that we can pump up the multiplicity
of each parameterized reachable configuration ofU to any
arbitrarily large value. This relieves us of the burden of
tracking the multiplicities of configurations ofU .

Proposition 3 (Unbounded Multiplicity). LetR be the set
of all parameterized reachable configurations ofU and let
R′ be a finite subset ofR. Then givenl, for somem, there
exists a finite computation ofUm leading to a global state
s with at leastl copies of each configuration inR′.

Importantly, the above result allows us to reduce the PMCP
for k-wise reachability, viz.,EF(c1∧ ...∧ ck) (presence of a
data race), to the PMCP for single control state reachability.

Corollary 4. ∃n, Un |= EF(c1 ∧ ... ∧ ck) iff for eachi ∈
[1..k], ci is parameterized reachable.

The PMCP for Control State Reachability. Parameter-
ized control state reachability for interacting PDSs is com-
plicated by the requirement to satisfy constraints arising
both out of (i) synchronization primitives, and (ii) context-
free reachability introduced by the stack.

Motivating Example. Consider the template processU
shown in figure 4. Suppose that we want to decide whether
for somen, Un |= EFc1. We start with the setR0 = {c0}
containing only the initial statec0 of U . We then construct
a series of setsR0,...,Rm, whereRi+1 is gotten fromRi by
adding new control states that become parameterized reach-
able assuming that all states inRi are parameterized reach-
able. In constructingRi+1 from Ri, the handling of the
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Figure 5. Fixpoint Computation
(i) synchronization, and (ii) context-free reachability con-
straints is done in adovetailedfashion.

First, in order to satisfy the synchronization constraints,
we convert all transitions of the forma

p
→ b such that there

exists a transition of the formc
p′

→ d, wherep andp′ are
matching send and receive rendezvous actions withc ∈ Ri,
to an internal transition of the forma

τ
→ b, whereτ is a

special internal action symbol. This is motivated by the fact
that sincec is parameterized reachable we can, via propo-
sition 3, ensure that ifa becomes parameterized reachable
(now or in some future iteration), then, for somem, there
exists a reachable global state ofUm with a process each
in local statesa and c. Thus if a becomes reachable, the
rendezvous transitiona

p
→ b can always be enabled and

executed and can therefore be treated as an internal transi-
tion. In this way, byfloodingall the control states ofRi,
we can remove all the synchronization constraints arising
out of pairwise send or receive transitions emanating from
control states inRi (step 4 algo 2).

In order to check that the second constraint, viz., context-
free reachability, is satisfied, we can now use any procedure
for model checking a single PDS, to determine the setRi

c of
those control states ofU that are reachable in the individual
PDSUi (step 5 algo. 2). This gives us the setRi

c of all the
context-free reachable states inUi. If new control states be-
come reachable via removal of some synchronization con-
straints in the previous step, they are added toRi+1; else
we have reached a fixpoint and the procedure terminates.

In our example,R0 is initialized to{c0}. This enables

both the transitionsc0
a!
→ c9 andc0

a?
→ c8 and hence both

of them can be converted to internal transitions resulting in
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the templateU1 shown in figure 5. In the second iteration,
we note thatc5, c6, c8 andc9 are all reachable control states
of templateU1 and soR1 = {c0, c5, c6, c8, c9}. Now, since

bothc0 andc5 are inR1, the rendezvous transitionsc5
b?
→ c2

andc0
b!
→ c7 become enabled and can be converted to inter-

nal transitions resulting in the templateU2. In U2, control
statesc2, c4 andc7 now become reachable and are therefore
added toR2 resulting inR3 = {c0, c2, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8, c9}.
Finally, since both the control statesc4 andc6 ∈ R3, the

rendezvous transitionsc6
c?
→ c3 andc4

c!
→ c1 are converted

to internal transitions resulting in the templateU3. Sincec1

andc3 are reachable control locations ofU3, these control
locations are now included inR4 thereby reaching a fixpoint
and leading to termination of our procedure. Sincec1 ∈ R4,
we conclude thatc1 is parameterized reachable.

Algorithm 2 Parameterized Control State Reachability
for Rendezvous

1: Initialize i = 0 andR0 = {c0}, wherec0 is the initial
state ofU .

2: repeat
3: i = i + 1
4: Construct PDSUi by replacing each pairwise

send(receive) transition of templateU of the form
a

p
→ b, such that there exists a matching re-

ceive(send) transition of the formc
p′

→ d where
c ∈ Ri−1, by the internal transitiona

τ
→ b and re-

moving the remaining pairwise send or receive ren-
dezvous transitions.

5: Compute the setRi
c of context-free reachable control

locations of (the individual PDS)Ui.
6: SetRi = Ri−1 ∪ Ri

c.
7: until Ri = Ri−1

8: return Ri

Theorem 5 Algorithm 2 returns the set of parameterized
reachable control states ofU .

Complexity Analysis. We start by noting that in each iter-
ation of Algorithm 2, we add at least one new control state
to Ri. Thus the algorithm terminates in at most|P | times,
whereP is the set of control states ofU . During theith
iteration, we need to decide for each control state inP \ Ri

whether it is context-free reachable inUi+1 which, by us-
ing a model checking procedure for PDSs (see [1]), can be
accomplished inO(|U |3) time, where|U | is the size ofU .
Each step therefore takes at mostO(|U |4) time. Thus this
naive analysis shows that algorithm 2 runs inO(|U |5).

Improving the Complexity. We can, in fact, improve the
complexity of the algorithm toO(|U |4). Instead of recom-
puting the set of reachable control states from scratch in
step 5 of each iteration, we can use results from previous

iterations. Towards that end, as in done when model check-
ing a single PDS [1], we maintain the (regular) setCi of
reachable configurations (as opposed to control states) ofU
in each of the PDSsUi, as a single multi-automatonM.
Note that for eachi, the set of transitions ofUi is a subset
of those ofUi+1. Thus in each iteration, we compute the
additional set of configurations ofU that have now become
reachable given the new transitions that have been added to
Ui to computeUi+1. This is accomplished by performing
a pre∗-closure ofM for Ui+1 and takes timeO(|U |3) (see
[1]). Since there are at most|U | iterations, the resulting
complexity of this improved procedure isO(|U |4).

Asynchronous Rendezvous. The procedure for decid-
ing the PMCP for PDSs interacting via asynchronous ren-
dezvous, is essentially the same as Algorithm 2. Now, in
constructing PDSUi, step 4 is modified as follows: We re-
placeeachasynchronous send transition of templateU of

the forma
l↑
→ b, with the internal transitiona

τ
→ b. On

the other hand, in order to replace a receive transition of

the form a
l↓
→ b with the internal transitiona

τ
→ b, we

need to test whether there exists a matching send transition

of the formc
l↑
→ d with c ∈ Ri−1. The remaining receive

asynchronous rendezvous transitions are removed. The time
complexity of the algorithm remains the same.

Extension to Multiple Templates. To start with, R0

contains the initial control state of each of the templates
U1, ..., Um. The setRi now tracks the union of parameter-
ized reachable control states detected up to theith iteration
in any of the templates. Then, in step 4 of algorithm 2, for
each1 ≤ j ≤ m, we construct PDSUji by replacing each

rendezvous send/receive transitiona
p
→ b in templateUj

having an enabled matching receive/send transitions of the

form c
p′

→ d in any of the templates, wherec ∈ Ri−1, with
the internal transitiona

τ
→ b.

The Model Checking Procedure for L(F). From the given
templateU = (P, Act, Γ, c0, ∆), we define the new tem-
plateUR = (PR, Act, Γ, c0, ∆R), wherePR is the set of
parameterized reachable control states ofU and∆R is the
set of transitions ofU between states ofPR with each pair-
wise rendezvous send or receive transition converted to an
internal transition. Then, using a flooding argument result-
ing from the unbounded multiplicity result, we can show
that we can reduce the PMCP for L(F) formulae to the
problem of model checking the systemU2

R comprised of
two non-communicating processes. Indeed, if a formulaf
has a finite computationx of lengthl, say, as a model, then
at mostl pairwise send or receive transitions are fired along
x. By the unbounded multiplicity lemma, for somem, there
exists a computationy leading to a reachable state ofUm,
for somem, with at leastl copies of each control state of
UR. In a system withUm+2 processes, we first let processes
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U3, ..., Um+2 executey to flood all control states ofUR with
multiplicity at leastl. Then we are guaranteed that in any
computationx of U [1, 2] of length not more thanl, each ren-
dezvous transition can always be fired via synchronization
with one of the processesU3, ..., Um+1 and can therefore be
treated as internal transitions. Thus we have.

Theorem 6 (Binary Reduction Result). For any finite
computationx of Un, wheren ≥ 2, there exists a finite
computationy of U2

R that is stuttering equivalent tox[1, 2].

As an immediate corollary, it follows that iff has a model
which is a finite computation ofUm, for somem, then for
somek, Uk |= f iff U2

R |= f . In particular,

Corollary 7. For any formulaf of L(F), for somem,
Um |= f iff U2

R |= f .

Since the model checking problem for systems comprised
of two non-interactingPDSs is known to be efficiently de-
cidable [11], we have

Theorem 8.The PMCP forL(F) is decidable in polynomial
time in the size ofU .

The Model Checking Procedure for L(G). Reasoning
about L(G) formulae which, in general, have infinite mod-
els is harder than L(F) formulae. In this case, the flooding
argument can no longer be used as along an infinite com-
putationx satisfying such a formula, infinitely many ren-
dezvous transitions may be fired. Since every program in
the parameterized familyUn has finitely many processes,
we cannot pre-flood the control states ofU to ensure that
every rendezvous transition fired alongx has a matching
rendezvous transitions. However, we exploit the fact that
the dual of an L(G) formula is of the formAg, where
g is built usingF, the boolean connectives∧ and∨ and
atomic propositions that are control states ofU or negations
thereof. Such formulae have finite-tree like models which
then allows us to leverage the flooding argument. However,
note that¬(∃n : Un |= f) iff ∀n : Un |= ¬f . Thus if we
resort to the dual off , the resulting problem is no longer a
PMCP.

We next introduce the notion of acutoff that will play a
key role in our decision procedure forL(G) formulae.

Definition 9 (Cutoff). We say thatcut is acutoff for a tem-
poral logic formulaf and a parameterized family defined
by a templateU iff for m ≥ cut, Um |= f iff U cut |= f .

The existence of a cutoff for a formulaf is useful as it re-
duces the PMCP forf to a finite number of standard model
checking problems for systems with up to the cutoff num-
ber of copies ofU . Our algorithm for the PMCP for L(G)
is then the following:

1. Given an L(G) formulaf , we construct a B(F) (see
section 3) formulag equivalent to¬f , viz., Um |= ¬f
iff Um |= g.

2. Compute the cutoffcut for g.

3. For eachm ≤ cut, check ifUm |= g.

For step 3, it suffices to check whether for eachm ≤ cut,
Um |= f , wheref = ¬g is an L(G) formula. But model
checking L(G) formulae for systems with a finite number of
PDSs interacting via pairwise or asynchronous rendezvous
is known to be decidable [11]. Thus the missing pieces are
to show how to (i) construct a B(F) formulag equivalent to
f , and (ii) compute cutoffs for B(F) formulae.

From Linear to Branching-Time Step (i) is accomplished
via the following result.

Theorem 10.Given anL(G) formulaf ′, we can construct
a B(F) formula fb equivalent tof = ¬f ′, i.e., Un |= f
iff Un |= fb. Furthermore,fb is of the formb1 ∧ AF(b2 ∧
AF(...) ∨ b0 ∧ AF(...)) ∨ b0 ∧ AF(...), with bi = ci ∧ di,
whereci(di) is eithertrueor a control state ofU [1](U [2])

Cutoffs for B(F) formulae. The final step is to show
how to compute cutoffs for B(F) formulae. Towards that
end, we first show how to compute cutoffs for L(F) for-
mulae. There are two main reasons for this. First, cutoffs
(small model property) for L(F) are of independent inter-
est. Secondly, it is easier to illustrate the key ideas behind
cutoff computations for linear than branching-time proper-
ties. The cutoff computation for B(F) formulae parallels
that for L(F) formulae except that the whole apparatus is
lifted to the branching-time spectrum.

Cutoffs for L( F) formulae. We start by showing a linear-
time version of theorem 10.

Theorem 11Given anL(F) formulaf , we can re-writef as
g0∨...∨gk, with eachgi being of the formb0∧F(b1∧F(...)),
wherebi = ci ∧ di, whereci(di) is eithertrueor a control
state ofU [1](U [2])

Then the maximum of the cutoff bounds forgi, wherei ∈
[0..k], gives us a cutoff off . Finally, the following result
allows us to reduce the problem of computing cutoffs for
L(F) to computing cutoffs for single-index properties of the
form c1 ∧ F(c2 ∧ F(...)).

Proposition 12.Given a formulaf = c1∧d1 ∧F(c2 ∧d2∧
F(...)), the sum of the cutoffs forf1 = c1 ∧ F(c2 ∧ F(...))
andf2 = d1 ∧ F(d2 ∧ F(...)) is a cutoff forf .

Cutoffs for Single-Index Properties. As a final step, we
show how to compute cutoffs for single-index properties
of the form f = c1 ∧ F(c2 ∧ F(...)). As is usual, we
assume, without loss of generality, that each rendezvous
send/receive transitiontr of U has a unique matching re-
ceive/send transition, denoted bytr. Let x be a finite com-
putation satisfyingf . The key idea is to flood every con-
trol state ofU with enough multiplicity to ensure that every
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rendezvous transitions fired alongx[1] (f is single-index) is
always enabled via synchronization with an enabled tran-
sition of a flooded process. Towards that end, for each
control statec of U , let Trf

c be the set of pairwise ren-
dezvous send/receive transitions of the formtr : c → d
such that the matching rendezvoustr is fired alongx[1].
Let nf

c = Σ
tr∈Tr

f
c
nf

tr
, wherenf

tr
is the number of times

tr was fired alongx[1]. Then if we floodc with multiplic-
ity nf

c , we will ensure that each rendezvous transition fired
alongx[1] that matches a rendezvous emanating fromc can
always be fired byU [1]. Then, in order to estimate a cutoff
for f , all we need to do is estimate the number of copies of
U required to flood each control statec with multiplicity at
leastnf

c . For that, we note that ifNc is a cutoff forEFc then
cut′ = Σdn

f
dNd processes suffice. Once the flooding has

been accomplished, we need one extra process to execute
the local computationx[1] satisfyingf . Thus

Theorem 13.Σdn
f
dNd + 1 is a cutoff forf .

Cutoff computation, thus reduces to computing upper
bounds forNd and nf

d which in turn depend on upper
bounds fornf

tr – the number of timestr (or, more broadly,
a given rendezvous transition) is fired along some path ofU
comprised of parameterized reachable states satisfyingf .
Computation of these bounds for PDSs is complicated by
context-free reachability introduced by the stack. To handle
that, we leverage the notion of aWeighted Multi-Automaton
(WMA) which is a Multi-Automaton (MA) (sec. 3) with
each of its transitions labeled with a non-negative integer.

Definition 14 (Weighted Multi-Automaton). Given a PDS
P = (P, Act, Γ, c0, ∆), a weighted multi-automaton is a
tupleM = (Γ, Q, δ, w, I, F ), whereM′ = (Γ, Q, δ, I, F )
is a multi-automaton forP and w : δ → Z is a function
mapping each transition ofM′ to a non-negative integer.

Theweight of a finite pathx of M is defined to be the sum
of the weights of all transitions appearing alongx. Given

statess andt of M, we uses
u:b
→ t to denote the fact that

there is path having weightb in M from s to t and labeled
with u. In order to estimate an upper bound for the number
of rendezvous transitions fired along a computation satisfy-
ing f , we proceed by constructing a WMAMf for f which
captures the (regular) set of configurations ofU satisfying
f . Then if b is the weight of an accepting path inMf , we
show that there exists a path ofU along which at mostb
pairwise rendezvous transitions are fired.

Note thatf = c1 ∧ F(c2 ∧ F(...)) is built using the op-
eratorsF and conjunction∧ between atomic propositions
that are control states and formulae of the formFg. Thus
in order to constructMf , it suffices to show how to con-
struct WMAs forFg andc ∧ h wherec is a control state
(assuming that we are given WMAsMg andMh for g and
h, respectively). Then given an L(F) formulaf , repeated

application of these constructions inside out starting with
the WMAs for the atomic propositions off gives usMf .

Weighted Multi-Automaton for Fg. Let M0 be a given
WMA accepting the set of regular configurations ofU sat-
isfying g. Starting atM0, we construct a series of WMAs
M0, ...,Mm resulting in the WMAMm. We recall from
the definition of an MA that for each control stateci of U ,
there is an initial statesi of M0. We denote by→k the
transition relation ofMk. Then for everyk ≥ 0, Mk+1

is obtained fromMk by conserving the set of states and
adding new transitions as follows: (i) For each internal tran-

sition ci→cj , we add the transitionsi
ǫ:0
→ sj with weight0.

(ii) For each pairwise rendezvous send or receive transition

ci → cj , we add the transitionsi
ǫ:1
→ sj with weight1. (iii)

For each stack transitionci
γ →֒u
→ cj of U , if there exists a

pathx in Mk from statesj to t labeled withu, we add the

transitionsi
γ:wu
→ t, wherewu is the sum of the weights of

the transitions occurring alongx. Note that if there exist
more than one such paths we may takewu to be the mini-
mum weight over all such paths.

For configurationss andt of U , let s ⇒≤b t denote the
fact that there is path froms to t along which at mostb
rendezvous transitions are fired. A key result then is

Theorem 15. If sj
w:b
→i q, then〈cj , w〉 ⇒≤b1 〈ck, v〉 for

someck and v such thatsk
v:b2→ 0 q, whereb = b1 + b2.

Moreover ifq is the initial statesl thenck = cl andv = ǫ.
(for eachm, sm is the initial state ofMf corresponding to
control statecm of U ).

Weighted Automaton for c∧g. Accomplished via the stan-
dard product construction.

The Procedure. Given an L(F) formulaf , we first con-
struct a WMA for each atomic proposition off by con-
structing an MA for the atomic proposition and setting the
weights of all its transitions to0. Next, we perform the
above operations by traversing the formulaf inside out
starting from the atomic propositions. LetMf be the re-
sulting WMA. Using the above result, we have

Theorem 16. Let configuration〈q, u〉 of U be accepted by
Mf and letb be the weight of an accepting path ofM start-
ing fromq and labeled withu. Then there exists a finite path
of U starting from〈q, u〉 and satisfyingf such that at most
b pairwise rendezvous transition are fired along it.

Computing Nc. Given a control statec of U , we now show
how to computeNc, viz., a cutoff forEFc. Let c be first
discovered as parameterized reachable in theith iteration in
Algorithm 2. The computation ofNc is by induction oni.
If i = 0, viz., c is the initial state ofU , Nc = 1. Now
assume thatNd is known for eachd ∈ Ri, wherei > 0. Let
c ∈ Ri+1 \ Ri. Then there is a path ofUi+1 comprised of
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states ofRi leading toc. Using WMA, we can, compute for
each rendezvous transitiontr, a bound onntr, the number
of times tr is fired along a path ofUi+1 satisfyingEFc.
Also, since by the induction hypothesis, we know the value
of Nc for eachc of Ri, using theorem 13 then gives us a
cutoff for EFc, thus completing the induction step.

This completes the cutoff computation for L(F) formu-
lae. The main steps in the cutoff computation for B(F)
formulae are the same as for L(F) formulae - the only dif-
ference being that everything is now lifted to the branching-
time spectrum. We therefore outline only the key details.

Cutoffs for B(F) . For generating cutoffs for a given B(F)
formulaf , we need to compute an upper bound on the num-
ber of rendezvous transitions fired along each path of a fi-
nite tree-like model forf . Since the number of rendezvous
transitions fired along each path of a tree may, in general,
be different, these numbers need to be tracked individually
along each path of the tree.

Preliminaries. We start by recalling some standard con-
cepts used in model checking PDSs for branching-time log-
ics. Whereas when reasoning about linear-time formulae
sets of reachable configurations are stored as MAs, when
reasoning about branching-time formulae they are stored as
Alternating Multi-Automata (AMA) [1] - the key difference
being that in an AMA each transition could lead to multiple
successors instead of just one as in an MA.

Alternating Multi-Automata Let P = (P, Act, Γ, c0, ∆)
be a PDS, whereP = {p1, ..., pm}. An alternatingP-
multi-automatonis a tupleA = (Γ, Q, δ, I, F ), whereQ is
a finite set of states,δ ⊆ Q × Γ × 2Q is a set of transitions,
I = {s1, ..., sm} ⊆ Q is a set of initial states andF ⊆
Q is a set of final states. We define the transition relation
−→⊆ Q × Γ∗ × 2Q as the smallest relation satisfying the
following: (i) if (q, γ, Q′) ∈ δ thenq

γ
−→ Q′, (ii) q

ǫ
−→ {q}

for everyq ∈ Q, and (iii) if q
w

−→ {q1, ..., qn} and for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n, qi

γ
−→ Qi thenq

wγ
−→ (Q1 ∪ ... ∪ Qn).

An AMA A accepts a configuration〈pi, w〉 if si
w

−→ Q
for someQ ⊆ F , wheresi is the initial state ofA corre-
sponding topi. The set of configurations recognized byA
is denoted byConf(A). Givenw ∈ Γ∗ andq ∈ Q, a run
of A overw starting fromq is a finite tree whose nodes are
labeled by states inQ and whose edges are labeled by sym-
bols inΓ such that the root is labeled byq and the labeling
of the other nodes is consistent withδ.

We now recall the standard procedure for model check-
ing PDSs for mu-calculus formulae. Here, the product of
the given PDSU with an alternating automaton/tableaux
for the given formulaf is first constructed. Then the
model checking problem reduces to the computation of
pre∗-closure of AMAs representing regular sets of config-
urations of this product. Such products can be modeled as

Alternating Pushdown Systems (APDSs).

Alternating Pushdown System (APDS) An APDS is
a three-tupleP = (P, Γ, ∆), where P is a finite set
of control locations, Γ is a finite stack alphabet, and
∆ ⊆ (P × Γ) × 2(P×Γ∗) is a finite set oftransition
rules. For (p, γ, S) ∈ ∆, eachsuccessor setof the form
{(p1, w1), ..., (pn, wn)} ∈ S denotes a transition ofP
which is written as(p, γ) →֒ {(p1, w1), ..., (pn, wn)}. If
(p, γ) →֒ {(p1, w1), ..., (pn, wn)}, then for everyw ∈ Γ∗

the configuration〈p, γw〉 is an immediate predecessorof
the set{〈p1, w1w〉, ..., 〈pn, wnw〉}.

Computing Cutoffs By theorem 10, it follows that we
need to consider only B(F) formulae of the formf =
c1 ∧ d1 ∧ AF(c2 ∧ d2 ∧ AF(...) ∨ c0 ∧ d0 ∧ AF(...)) ∨
c0 ∧ d0 ∧ AF(...), whereci(di) is eithertrue or a control
state ofU [1](U [2]). Then using reasoning similar to the
one used for proposition 12, we can show that it suffices
to compute cutoffs for single-index formulae of the form
h = c1 ∧ AF(c2 ∧ AF(...) ∨ c0 ∧ AF(...)) ∨ c0 ∧ AF(...).

To compute the cutoff forh, we follow an approach simi-
lar to that for L(F) formulae - the only difference being that
we useWeighted Alternating Multi-Automaton (WAMA).
Note that since models for branching-time properties are
computation trees, we need to keep track of the number
of pairwise rendezvous fired along each path in such trees.
Furthermore, since the number of pairwise rendezvous fired
along different branches of a computation tree might be dif-
ferent, each outgoing transition from a state might need to
be assigned a different weight. Thus each transition of a
WAMA is a member of the set(Q × Γ) × 2Q×Z. Formally,

Definition 17. Given a APDSP = (P, Γ, ∆), a WAMA is a
tupleM = (Γ, Q, δ, I, F ), whereδ ⊆ (Q×Γ)×2Q×Z and
M′ = (Γ, Q, δ′, I, F ) is an AMA withδ′ = {(s, γ, {t1, ...,
tm})| (s, γ, {(t1, w1), ..., (tm, wm)}) ∈ δ)}.

In order to compute a WAMAMf accepting the set of con-
figurations satisfyingf = c1 ∧ AF(c2 ∧ AF(...) ∨ c0 ∧
AF(...)) ∨ c0 ∧ AF(...), we need to show how to compute
WAMAs for (i) c ∧ g, wherec is a control state ofU , (ii)
g ∨ h, and (iii) AFg, given WAMAsMg andMh for g and
h, respectively.

Constructing a WAMA for AFg. Let APDS A be the
product ofU and the tableaux forAFg. Then, starting at
the WAMA M0 = Mg, we construct a series of WAMAs
M0, ...,Mp resulting in the desired WAMAMp, accept-
ing the set of configurations satisfyingAFg. We denote by
→k the transition relation ofMk. Then for everyk ≥ 0,
Mk+1 is obtained fromMk by conserving the set of states
and adding new transitions as follows:

(i) For each transition ofA resulting from the pairwise
rendezvous send or receive transitionpi

a
→ pj, we add the

transitionsi
a:1
→ sj with weight1.
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(ii) For each transition〈pi, γ 〉 →֒ {〈 pi1 , ui1 〉, ...,

〈 pim
, uim

〉} of A, let sij

uij

→k {tij1, ..., tijnj
}, where

j ∈ [1..m]. Let Tj be the tree, rooted atsij
and having

tij1, ..., tijnj
as its leaves, resulting from the run ofMk on

uij
starting atsij

. For l ∈ [1..nj], let wjl be the sum of
the weights of the transitions appearing along the path inTj

from sij
to tij l. Then we add the new transitionsi

γ
→k+1

{(ti11, w11), ..., (tijp, wjp), ..., (timnm
, wmnm

)} toMk+1.

Then, as in the linear case, we can show the following.

Theorem 18For configurations〈pi, u〉 ∈ Conf(Mp), let
w be the sum of the weights of all transitions in a tree re-
sulting from an accepting run for〈pi, u〉. Then there exists a
computation tree ofU rooted atsi and satisfyingAFg such
that at mostw rendezvous transitions occur along its paths.

The constructions forc∧ g andg ∨ h are the standard prod-
uct and union constructions for automata and are therefore
omitted. This completes the cutoff computation for L(G).

6 Locks

Leveraging a cutoff result from [8], we have that for
n ≥ 2, Un |= f iff U2 |= f , where each processU [i] com-
municates with others only using locks andf is a double-
indexed LTL\X formula. This reduces the problem of de-
ciding the PMCP forf to a (standard) model checking prob-
lem for a system comprised of only two PDSs interacting
via locks. We now consider the two cases of nested and
non-nested locks (see section 3) separately.

Nested LocksFor a system with two PDSs interacting via
nested locks, the model checking problem for systems with
two PDSs is known to be efficiently decidable for both frag-
ments of interest, viz.,L(F) andL(G) [10].

Non-Nested Locks.For non-nested locks, the undecidabil-
ity result forL(F) follows immediately from the undecid-
ability of model checking PDSs interacting via locks for
EF(c1 ∧ c2) [12].

ForL(G), we show that the problem of model checking a
system with PDSs interacting via locks for anL(G) formula
f can be reduced to model checking an alternate formulaf ′

for two non-interacting PDSs. Given a templateU interact-
ing via the locksl1, ..., lk, we construct a new templateV
with control states of the form(c, m1, ..., mk). The key idea
is to store whether a copy ofU is currently in possession of
lock li in bit mi which is set to1 or 0 accordingly asUi is
in possession ofli or not, respectively. Then we can convert
V into a non-interacting PDS by removing all locks fromV
and instead letting each transition ofV acquiring/releasing
li set mi to 1/0, respectively. However, removing locks
makes control states which were mutually exclusive inU2

simultaneously reachable inV 2. In order to restore the lock

Driver KLOC #War
#Con. Inv. Time
Red. Red. (secs)

pci gart 0.6 3 1 1 4
jfs dmap 0.9 32 13 1 52
hugetlb 1.2 4 1 1 0.9
ctrace 1.4 985 58 3 143
autofs 8.3 20 3 2 12
ptrace 15.4 9 1 1 2
raid 17.2 23 13 6 75
tty io 17.8 6 3 3 11
multicast 26.1 33228 6 6 16

Table 1. Warning Reduction Data

semantics, while model checking for an L(G) property of
the formEg, we instead check for the modified L(G) prop-
ertyE(g∧g′), whereg′ = G(∧i(¬m1

i ∨¬m2
i )), with atomic

propositionmj
i evaluating totrue in global states iff in

the local control state(c, mj
1, ..., m

j
k) of processVj in s,

mj
i = 1. Note thatg′ ensures that in the control states of

V1 andV2, for eachi, themi-entry corresponding to lockli
cannot simultaneously be1 for both V [1] and V [2], viz.,
U [1] and U [2] cannot both hold the same lockli. Then
the problem reduces to model checking two non-interacting
PDS for L(G) formulae which is known to be decidable
[11]. Thus we have

Theorem 19.The PMCP for L(G) , is efficiently decidable
for PDSs interacting via non-nested locks.

7 Broadcasts

For PDSs communicating via broadcasts, the PMCP is
undecidable for even pairwise reachability, viz.,EF(c1∧c2),
and hence for most interesting temporal properties.

Theorem 20.The PMCP forEF(c1 ∧ c2), and henceL(F),
is undecidable for PDSs interacting via broadcasts.

8 Experimental Results

We present results for a suite of 10 Linux device drivers
with known data races downloaded fromkernel.org.
The results for lockset-based static warning generation and
sound-invariant based filtration are presented in table 1.
Here, locksets are computed at locations in two different
threads where the same shared variable is accessed. If these
locksets are disjoint, a data race warning is issued. In some
examples (ipoib multicastandctracecomb), the same con-
trol location was reachable in many different thread con-
texts and so a large number of warnings were generated for
the same bug. This problem is addressed by generating only
one warning for every pair of control locations (column 4).
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Since lockset-based warning generation typically ig-
nores conditional statements, a pair of locations in two dif-
ferent threads that is labeled as a warning might not be
simultaneously reachable in any concrete execution of the
given program. This results in a bogus warning and is
the main weakness of lockset-based static data race detec-
tion techniques. To filter out bogus warnings, we need
to track reachability constraints arising out of conditional
statements which we carry out via computation of octago-
nal/polyhedral invariants. Our new warning reduction tech-
niques based on these invariants (that leverage parameteri-
zation) were then applied on the warnings left after context
reduction. Columns 5 and 6 reflects the number of warn-
ings left after applying the invariant-based reductions and
the time taken for these reductions. The experimental data
clearly illustrates the efficacy of invariant-based reductions
in filtering bogus warnings (cols. 4 vs. 6) – especially in
thectrace, raidandplip examples. In each of the drivers, a
warning was generated for the known data race bug.

9 Conclusions and Related Work

Among prior work, [3] attempts to generalize the tech-
niques given in [1] to model check pushdown systems com-
municating via CCS-style pairwise rendezvous. However
since even reachability is undecidable for such a framework,
the procedures are not guaranteed to terminate in general
but only for certain special cases, some of which the au-
thors identify. For PDSs interacting via rendezvous, over-
approximation techniques to achieve termination while per-
forming reachability are considered in [4]. Bounding
the number of context switches to ensure decidability of
dataflow analysis for concurrent programs has also been ex-
plored [14].

The framework of Asynchronous Dynamic Pushdown
Networks has been proposed recently [2]. It allows com-
munication via shared variables which makes the model
checking problem undecidable. Decidability is ensured
by allowing only a bounded number of updates to the
shared variables. Another approach that has been explored
is to extend the classical procedure-summary based inter-
procedural dataflow analysis for sequential programs to
concurrent programs via the use of transactions [16]. A re-
cent paper [11] delineates the decidability boundary for the
model checking problem for systems with finitely many In-
teracting Pushdown Systems synchronizing via the standard
primitives - locks, rendezvous and broadcasts. The dataflow
analysis for asynchronous programs wherein threads can
fork off other threads but where threads are not allowed to
communicate with each other has been explored [9].

In this paper, we have proposed parameterization as a
form of abstraction which when used in conjunction with
abstract interpretation can provide a tractable frameworkfor

dataflow analysis of concurrent programs.
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A Undecidability Barriers

Theorem 1The PMCPs for L(U) and L(G, F) are undecid-
able for systems comprised of non-interacting PDSs.

Proof We show both the undecidability results by reduc-
tion from the problem of deciding the disjointness of the
context-free languages accepted by two given Pushdown
Automata (PDA). Recall that the language accepted by a
PDA P = (Q, Act, Γ, c0, ∆, F ), denoted byL(P ), is the
set of all wordsw ∈ Act∗ such that there is a valid path
of P labeled withw leading from its initial to a final con-
trol state. Given PDAP1 andP2, in order to encode the
testing ofL(P1) ∩ L(P2) = ∅, as a PMCP, we construct
a PDSU and a formulaf of L(G, F) such that for somen,
Un |= f iff L(P1) ∩ L(P2) = ∅. Since testing the disjoint-
ness of the context-free languages accepted by two PDSs is
undecidable, the undecidability of the PMCP forL(G, F )
follows.

Let Pi = (Qi, Act, Γi, ci, ∆i, Fi). Then U is con-
structed by taking the union ofP1 and P2. We add a
new control statec0, a new labelinit, and new transitions
labeled with init from c0 to both c1 and c2. Formally,

U = (Q1∪Q2, Act∪{init}, Γ1∪Γ2, c0, ∆1∪∆2∪{c0
init
→

c1, c0
init
→ c2})

We first show the undecidability of the PMCP forL(G,
F) formulae. We construct a formulafI comprised of the
“always” operatorG such that for somen, Un satisfiesfI

only along those paths where the execution of transitions of
P1 andP2 labeled with the same symbola can only execute
back-to-back in copiesU [1] and U [2] of U , respectively,
in Un. Thus, broadly speaking, the idea is to useU [i] to
simulatePi and couple them together strongly enough.

Towards that end, lettr1 : c1
a

−→ d1 andtr2 : c2
a

−→ d2

be a pair of transitions of∆1 ∪ ∆2 belonging to∆1 and
∆2, respectively, both labeled witha. In U , we replace
transitiontri with the new transitionstri1 : ci

ǫ
−→ ca

i1,
tri2 : ca

i1
a

−→ ca
i2 andtri3 : ca

i2
ǫ

−→ di, whereca
i1 andca

i2

are newly introduced control states andǫ is the empty sym-
bol. Then to simulate the synchronization of the firing of
tr1 and tr2, we impose the condition that the transitions
tr12 and tr22 are always fired back-to-back in processes
U [1] and U [2] in Un. This can be ensured by requiring
that the formulafI = (ca

21 ⇒ (c1 ∨ ca
11 ∨ ca

12)) ∧ (ca
22 ⇒

ca
12) ∧ (d2 ⇒ ¬ca

11) ∧ (ca
11 ⇒ (c2 ∨ ca

21)) ∧ (ca
12 ⇒

(ca
21 ∨ ca

22)) ∧ (d1 ⇒ ¬ca
21) is satisfied in each global con-

figuration along a computation. Here atomic propositions
c2, c

a
21 andca

22 are interpreted over the local control states
of U [2] and the atomic propositionsc1, d1, c

a
11 andca

12 over
the local control states ofU [1]. This ensures thatU [i] ex-
ecutes the transitions ofPi in U . We don’t care what the
remaining processes execute. Thus along every path ofUn,
wheren ≥ 2, satisfyingGfI , transitions ofU [1] andU [2]

labeled with the same non-empty action symbol are fired
back-to-back withU [1]’s transition preceding that ofU [2].
ThenL(Pi) ∩ L(P2) = ∅ iff for somen, Un |= fI

∧
fF ,

wherefF = ∨(fi,fj)∈F1×F2
(F(fi ∧ fj)), ensures that both

U [1] andU [2] simultaneously reach final states ofP1 and
P2, respectively. This gives us the undecidability result for
L(G, F).

For showing undecidability of the PMCP forL(U) for-
mulae, all we need to ensure is that the formulafI holds
only at each state along a path leading to a global configu-
ration with bothU [1] andU [2] in final states ofP1 andP2,
respectively. Note that onceU [1] andU [2] are both in final
states ofP1 andP2, respectively, we need no longer check
thatfI is satisfied. These conditions can be captured by the
formula fIUfF . Thus,L(P1) ∩ L(P2) = ∅ iff for some
n, Un |= fIUfF . This gives us the desired undecidability
result.

B Pairwise and Asynchronous Rendezvous

Proposition 3. (Unbounded Multiplicity). Let R be the
set of all parameterized reachable configurations ofU and
let R′ be a finite subset ofR. Then givenl, for somem,
there exists a finite computation ofUm leading to a global
states with at leastl copies of each configuration inR′.

Proof Let c ∈ R′ be a parameterized reachable configu-
ration of U . Then there exists a finite computation path
x of Um, for somem, leading to a states with a process
in configurationc. To pump up the multiplicity ofc to
at leastl, we consider the systemU lm comprised oflm
copies ofU . We can then construct a computationy of
U lm by first letting processesU1, ..., Um executex while
letting the remaining processes stutter. This results in a
global state with at least one copy ofc. Next, we let pro-
cessesUm+1, ..., U2m execute the transitions fired alongx
while letting the other processes stutter. This results in a
global state with at least two copies ofc. Repeating the
above procedurel times, where in theith step processes
Um(i−1), ..., Umi execute the transitions fired alongx, re-
sults in a state with at leastl copies ofc. Finally, carrying
out the above procedure for each parameterized reachable
configuration inR′ yields the desired state.

Corollary 4. ∃n, Un |= EF(c1 ∧ ... ∧ ck) iff for eachi ∈
[1..k], ci is parameterized reachable.

Proof.
(⇒) Let Um |= EF(c1 ∧ ... ∧ ck). Then there exists

a reachable global state ofUm with a PDS in each of the
control statesc1, ..., ck. Thus for eachi, ci is parameterized
reachable.
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(⇐) Conversely, for eachi, let ci be parameterized
reachable. Then for eachi, there exists a reachable config-
urationci of Umi , for somemi, with a PDS in local control
stateci in ci. Then, by proposition 1, there exists a reach-
able global state ofUm, for somem, with a PDS in each of
the local configurationsci. HenceUm |= EF(c1 ∧ ...∧ ck),
thus completing the proof.

Theorem 5. Algorithm 2 returns the set of parameterized
reachable control states ofU .

Proof Let R0 ⊆ ... ⊆ Rm = R be the sequence of con-
trol sets generated by Algorithm 2, whereRi is the set of
states after theith iteration of the loop at line 2. We first
show that each control state inR is parameterized reach-
able. The proof is by induction oni. The base case,i = 0,
is true as the initial state ofU is parameterized reachable.
For the induction step, we assume that all control states in
Ri are parameterized reachable. Letc ∈ Ri+1 \ Ri. Then
there exists is a finite pathx of Ui+1 from its initial statec0

to c. Givenx, we now show how to construct a pathy of
Um, for somem, leading to a global state with a process in
control locationc. Let l be the length ofx. From the induc-
tion hypothesis and proposition 3, we have that for some
m′, there exists a finite computationz leading to a reach-
able global states′ of Um′

with at leastl + 1 copies of each
control state ofRi. Then we can construct a computationy
of Um′+1 by first letting processesU [2], ..., U [m′ + 1] exe-
cute the sequencex leading to states′′, say. Then starting at
s
′′, we let processU [1] execute the sequencex except that

the firing of an internal transition that result from the re-
placement of a pairwise send/receiver transition during the
execution of Algorithm 2 is now replaced with the original
pairwise send or receive. Note that since there are at least
l + 1 copies of each control location ofRi in s

′′, each such
transition is enabled and can therefore be fired resulting in
a valid computation ofUm′+1 leading to a state withU [1]
in local statec.

Conversely, letx be a path ofUm leading to a global
computation with a process in control statec. The proof is
by induction on the length of pathx. A path of length zero
consists of the initial configuration ofUn with each process
in the initial control statec0 of U . Sincec0 belongs toR0

and henceR, we are done. Assume now that the result holds
for all paths of lengthi and suppose thatx = x0...xi+1 is a
path of lengthi + 1. Then each control location appearing
alongx′ = x0...xi occurs inRj ⊆ R, for somej. Let U [1]
be in local statec in xi+1. If control statec occurs in some
global configuration alongx′, by the induction hypothesis
c ∈ R and we are done. Now assume thatc does not occur
in any configuration alongx′. Since each control state oc-
curring alongx′ is in Rj , all the pairwise rendezvous tran-
sitions fired alongx are converted to internal transitions in

Uj+1. If we replace every pairwise send and receive transi-
tion fired alongx[1] by an internal transition, we get a valid
path ofUi+1 leading from its initial state to control statec.
Thusc ∈ Rj+1 ⊆ R. By symmetry, the same argument
holds for the local state of any processU [r] in global state
xi+1. This completes the proof.

B.1 The Model Checking Procedure for L(F)

Theorem 6. (Binary Reduction Result). For any finite
computationx of Un, wheren ≥ 2, there exists a finite
computationy of U2

R such thaty is stuttering equivalent to
x[1, 2].

Proof.
(⇒) Given a finite computationx of Un, wheren ≥ 2,

we can construct a sequencey of states ofU2
R by replac-

ing each pairwise rendezvous send or receive transition fired
alongx[1, 2] by an internal transition. Note that each con-
trol location occurring alongx is parameterized reachable.
Thus each pairwise send or receive transition ofU fired
alongx is replaced by an internal transitions inUR. Thus
we see thaty is a stuttering of a valid computation ofU2

R.
(⇒) Let y be a finite computation ofU2

R. For each con-
trol statec, let nc be the number of firings, alongy, of an
internal transition ofUR of the formc

τ
→ d that is gotten

by replacing a pairwise rendezvous send or receive transi-

tion c
l
→ d of U in the construction ofUR. We now use

a flooding argument. From the unbounded multiplicity re-
sult, we have that there exists a reachable global state ofs
of Um for somem, with at leastnc copies of control state
c. Then we construct a computationx of Um+2, where we
first allow processesU3, ..., Um+2 to execute the finite com-
putation leading tos while lettingU1 andU2 stutter in their
initial states. Then we let processesU1 andU2 fire the same
transitions as were fired alongy except that the firing of an
internal transitiontr : c

τ
→ d of UR gotten from a ren-

dezvous send/receivetr′ : c
l
→ d of U is now replaced by

the firing of this original rendezvous transition. The match-

ing receive/send transitiontr′′ : c′
l′

→ d′ for tr′ is fired by
one of the auxiliary processesU3, ..., Um+2 in local con-
trol statec′. Note that by our constructions has sufficiently
many copies ofc′ to ensure thattr′′ is enabled.

Since the relative ordering of the local transitions of
UR[1] andUR[2] fired alongy is the same as the that of the
corresponding transitions (with internal transitions ofUR

resulting from rendezvous being replaced with the original
transitions) ofU [1] andU [2] fired alongx[1, 2], the two se-
quences are stuttering equivalent. This completes the proof.

Corollary 7. For any formulaf of L(F), for somem,
Um |= f iff U2

R |= f .
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Proof Sketch.Follows easily from the above result by not-
ing that L(F) has models that are finite computations.

C Computing Cutoffs

C.1 From Linear to Branching-Time

Let f ′ be anL(G) formula and letf = ¬f ′. Thenf is of
the formAg, whereg is a doubly-indexed LTL formula built
using the operatorsF,∨ and∧ and atomic propositions that
are control states ofU or negations thereof. We assume,
without loss of generality, that all negations ing have been
removed by rewriting every expression¬c, wherec is a con-
trol location ofU as the disjunction all the (finitely many)
control states ofU other thanc). We now show how to con-
struct a B(F) formulafb equivalent tof , viz., Un |= f iff
Un |= fb. Using the equivalencesF(h1 ∨ h2) ≡ Fh1 ∨ Fh2

andh1 ∧ (h2 ∨ h3) ≡ h1 ∧ h2 ∨ h1 ∧ h3, we can drive the
F and∧ operators ing as far down as possible and rewrite
g asg = g1 ∨ ... ∨ gk, where for eachi, gi is built usingF

and∧.
Let gs be such that for somei, either (i)gs is gi, or (ii)

there exists a subformula ofgi of the formFgs. Thengs is
of the formp∧Fg′i1∧ ...∧Fg′iki

, wherep is a conjunction of
control states ofU [1] andU [2]. We callp thebase expres-
sion of sub-formulags. Let Bi be the set of base expres-
sions ofgi or of gs, whereFgs a sub-formula ofgi. Define
Bg =

⋃
i Bi. Note that the formulags = p∧Fg′i1∧...∧Fg′iki

imposes an implicit ordering on the base expressions ofgs.
Indeed, ings we can definep to be less than the base ex-
pressions occurring in each of the sub-formulaeg′i1, ..., g

′
iki

.
Intuitively, this can be justified by the fact that along each
computationx satisfyingg (gs), there is a statesp satisfy-
ing p such that the states satisfying the base expressions of
g′i1, ..., g

′
iki

occur aftersp alongx.
In fact, with the formulag, we can associate a setBTg

of base expression tuples of the form(b1, ..., bl), where each
bi ∈ Bg, reflecting the order in which states satisfying the
tuples must appear along a computation satisfyingg, viz.,
the orderb1, ..., bl. ClearlyBTg = BTg1

∪ ... ∪ BTgk
. To

computeBTgi
we build the syntax treeTi for gi. Each path

of Ti defines an ordering on the base expressions occurring
along it. However sincegi is built using the operatorsF and
∧, along each computation path satisfyinggi only the local
ordering among base expressions imposed by each path of
Ti (the order in which the base expression occur from the
root of Ti to the leaf associated with the path) must be sat-
isfied. Thus in order to computeBTgi

we form tuples that
result by interleaving sub-tuples for all paths ofTi in all
possible ways while preserving the local orders imposed on
the base expressions by different paths ofTi. This captures

all the different ways in which the sub-tuples can be recon-
ciled, viz., all possible total orders that can be imposed on
the union of all base expression ofg.

We say that a computationx of Un satisfies a tuple
(b1, ..., bl) of base expressions iffx |= b1 ∧ F(b1 ∧ F(b2 ∧
...F(bl)...)). Then the following result is immediate

Theorem 10’. Un |= Ag iff each computation ofUn satis-
fies at least one of the base expression tuples occurring in
BTg.

As a final step, we show that ifBTg = {t1, ..., tp}, we
can construct aB(F) formulafb(t1, ..., tp) such thatUn |=
fb(t1, ..., tp) iff each computation ofUn satisfies at least
one of the base expression tuples occurring inBTg. The
construction proceeds by induction on the cardinality of
BTg.
Base Case: |BTg| = 1. LetBTg = {(b1, ..., bl)}. Then it is
obvious that the formulafb = b1∧AF(b1∧(AF...AF(bl)...))
suffices.
Induction Step: Now assume that|BTf | = k > 1 and
BTf = {t1, ..., tk}. Let f ′ = fb(t1, ..., tk−1) and let
tk = (tk1, ..., tkl). Then the formulafb(t1, ..., tk) =
tk1 ∧ AF(tk2 ∧ AF(...) ∨ f ′) ∨ f ′ suffices. The intu-
ition behind the construction is the following. The for-
mulatk1 ∧ AF(tk2 ∧ AF(...)) is satisfied at the initial state
iff each path starting at the initial state satisfies the tuple
(tk1, ..., tkl). However, any pathx that does not satisfy the
tuple(tk1, ..., tkl) must satisfy one of the tuplest1, ..., tk−1,
or in other words the formulaf ′. This leads to the various
disjunctions withf ′ to take into account the cases where
only a certain prefix but not the entire tuple(tk1, ..., tkl)
may be satisfied.

C.2 Cutoffs for L(F) formulae

Theorem 11. Given anL(F) formula f , we can re-write
f in the formg0 ∨ ... ∨ gk, with eachgi being of the form
b0∧F(b1∧F(...)), wherebi = ci∧di, whereci(di) is either
trueor a control state ofU [1](U [2])

Proof Sketch. Without loss of generality, each atomic
proposition off can be assumed to be of the formc or ¬c,
wherec is control location ofU . Rewriting¬c as the dis-
junction all the (finitely many) control states ofU other than
c we can remove all negations fromf . Let f = Eg. Then,
by driving the∨ operator ing as far up as possible we can
write g = g1∨ ...∨gk, where for eachi, gi does not contain
the∨ operator.

Note that with eachgl = g(1, 2), we can associate a
set Seq of finite sequences of ordered pairs of the form
(ci, dj), whereci(di) is either true or a control state of
U [1](U [2] resp.) occurring ing(1, 2), that capture all pos-
sible orders in which global states satisfyingci ∧ di can
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appear along computation paths satisfyingg(1, 2). For ex-
ample, with the formulac1

0 ∧ F(c1
1 ∧ c2

4) ∧ Fc2
3, where

cj
i is true if U [j] is currently in local control stateci, we

can associate the sequences.(c1
0, true), (true, c2

3), (c
1
1, c

2
4)

and (c1
0, true), (c1

1, c
2
4), (true, c2

3). ThusUn |= Eg(1, 2)
iff there exist a sequenceπ : (c1, d1), ..., (ck, dk) in Seq
and a computation pathx along which there exists global
states satisfyingc1 ∧ d1, ..., ck ∧ dk in the order listed, viz.,
x |= fπ = c1 ∧ d1 ∧ F(c2 ∧ d2 ∧ F(...)).

Proposition 12.Given a formulaf = c1∧d1∧F(c2 ∧d2 ∧
F(... ∧ F(ck ∧ dk)...)), the sum of the cutoffs forf1 = c1 ∧
F(c2∧F(...∧F(ck)...)) andf2 = d1∧F(d2∧F(...∧(Fdk)...))
is a cutoff forf .

Proof Sketch. Let cuti be a cutoff forfi. Let x andy be
computations ofU cut1 andU cut2 satisfyingf1 andf2, re-
spectively. Then there exist global statesxi1 , ..., xik

such
that (i) i1 ≤ ... ≤ ik, and (ii) eithercj is true or the lo-
cal state ofU [1] in xij

is cj . Similarly, letym1
, ..., ymk

be
global states occurring alongy such that (i)m1 ≤ ... ≤
mk, and (ii) eitherdj is true or U [2] has local statedj

in ymj
. We now consider the systemU cut1+cut2 . Clearly

its initial state satisfiesc1 ∧ d1. Then we let processes
U [1], U [3], ..., U [cut1 + 1] execute the sequence of local
transitions fired by the processesU [1], U [2], ..., U [cut1], re-
spectively, along the subsequencex1, ..., xi2 resulting in
global statet1, say. Note that the local state ofU [1]
in t1 satisfiesc2. Next we let processesU [2], U [cut1 +
2], ..., U [cut1 + cut2] execute the local computations ex-
ecuted by processesU [2], U [1], U [3], ..., U [cut2], respec-
tively, alongyi0 , ..., yi1 . Let s1 be the resulting state. Note
that in s1, the local states ofU [1] andU [2], satisfyc2 and
d2 respectively, viz.,s2 |= c2 ∧ d2. Repeating the pro-
cessk times where in thejth step we first let processes
U [1], U [3], ..., U [cut1 + 1] execute the sequence of local
transitions fired by the processesU [1], U [2], ..., U [cut1], re-
spectively, along the subsequencexij

, ..., xij+1
and then

let processesU [2], U [cut1 + 2], ..., U [cut1 + cut2] execute
the local computation executed by processesU [2], U [1],
U [3], ..., U [cut2], respectively, alongymj

, ..., ymj+1
result-

ing in global statesj satisfyingcj ∧ dj . This proves our
result

Theorem 13.Σdn
f
dNd + 1 is a cutoff forf .

Proof Sketch. Once each control statec is flooded with
multiplicity nf

d using processesU2, ..., Uk+1, processU1

can executex[1] wherein each rendezvous transition fired
by U1 synchronizes with one of the processesU2, ..., Uk+1.

All we need to show now is thatk ≤ Σdn
f
dNd. Since

Nc is a cutoff ofEFc, there exists a computationxc of UNc

leading to a global state with a process in local statec. In

order to get a global state with at leastnc copies ofc, we
let processesU [1], ..., U [Nc] of UncNc executexc to reach
a global states1 with at least one copy ofc. Next, starting
at s1, we let processesU [Nc + 1], ..., U [Nc + nc] execute
xc to reach a global states2 with at least two copies ofc.
Repeating this processesnc times results in a global state
snc

with at leastnc copies ofc. Repeating this process for
each control stated, then gives us the desired result.

C.3 WMAs

Weighted Automaton for c ∧ g. Let M1 =
(Γ, Q1, δ1, w1, I1, F1) andM2 = (Γ, Q2, δ2, w2, I2, F2)
be two WMAs whereM1 accepts the set of configurations
〈c, w〉, w ∈ Γ∗, andM2 the set of configurations satisfying
g. Note that each transition ofM1 for atomic propositionc
has weight0. Recall that, by definition of an MA, for each
control statepi of U there is an initial statesi of M, and
vice versa. ThusI1 = {s1, ..., sk} = I2, wheresi is the
(unique) initial state corresponding to the control statepi

of U . Then the we can construct a WMAM accepting
the intersection ofM1 andM2 via the standard product
constructionM = (Γ, Q1 × Q2, δ, w, I1 × I2, F1 × F2),

where(t1, t2)
l:w
→ (t3, t4) ∈ δ iff (t1

l:0
→ t3) ∈ δ1 and

(t2
l:w
→ t4) ∈ δ2. The state(si, si) ∈ Q1×Q2 is renamed as

si in order to ensure a one-to-one correspondence between
the control states ofU and initial states ofM. Essentially,
from the set of formulae satisfyingg the above construction
filters out configurations that are not in control statec.

Theorem 15. If sj
w:b
→i q, then〈pj , w〉 ⇒≤b1 〈pk, v〉, for

somepk and v such thatsk
v:b2→ 0 q, whereb = b1 + b2.

Moreover ifq is the initial statesl thenpk = pl andv = ǫ.

Proof The proof is by induction oni. The base case,i = 0,
holds by lettingpk = pj andv = w. Also, we note that if
q is an initial state then since there is no transition ofM0

leading into an initial state, we havew = ǫ andq = sj .
For the induction step, we assume thati ≥ 1. Let

x be a path ofMi labeled withw and weightb leading
from sj to q. We double induct on the number of transi-
tions of Mi \ Mi−1 fired alongx. For that we writex

assj
w1:b11→ i sk0

γ:b12
→ i q′

w2:b13→ i q, wherew = w1γw2,

transitionsk0

γ:b12
→ i q belongs toMi \ Mi−1 and b =

b11 + b12 + b13. Fromsj
w1:b11→ i sk0

and the fact thatsk0

is an initial state, by applying the induction hypothesis, we
have that〈pj , w1〉 ⇒≤b11 〈pk0

, ǫ〉.
There are three cases to consider. First, we assume that

the addition of the transitionsk0

γ:b12
→ i q′ results from the

stack transitionpk0

γ →֒v1
→ pk1

in case (iii) of the algorithm
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computing the WMA forFg. Then,sk0

γ:b12
→ i q′ was in-

cluded inAi becausesk1

v1:b12→ i−1 q′. Using the induction
hypothesis (oni), we have that〈pk1

, v1〉 ⇒≤b21 〈pk2
, v2〉,

for somepk2
andv2 such thatsk2

v2:b22→ 0 q′, whereb12 =

b21 + b22. Thus there is a runy of Mi satisfyingsk2

v2:b22→

q′
w2:b13→ q. Sincey has lesser transitions ofMi \ Mi−1

fired along it than alongx, applying the induction hypothe-
sis we obtain〈pk2

, v2w2〉 ⇒≤b31 〈pk, v〉, for somepk and

v such thatsk
v:b32→ 0 q, whereb22 + b13 = b31 + b32.

Thus〈pj , w1γw2〉 ⇒≤b11+b21+b31 〈pk, v〉 for somepk and
v such thatsk

v
→0 q. Note that(b11 + b21 + b31) + b32 =

b11 + b21 + b22 + b13 = b11 + b12 + b13 = b

Now consider the case wheresk0

ǫ:b12→ i q′ corresponds
to the pairwise rendezvouspk0

ǫ
→ pk1

. Then, b12 =

1 and q′ = sk1
. Thus there exists a pathsk1

w2:b13→ i

q that has lesser transitions ofMi \ Mi−1 fired along
it than alongx. Thus by the induction hypothesis, we
have that〈pk1

, w2〉 ⇒≤b21 〈pk, v〉, for somepk and v

such thatsk
v:b22→ 0 q, whereb13 = b21 + b22. Hence

〈pj , w1w2〉 ⇒≤b12+1+b21 〈pk, v〉 for somepk andv such
thatsk

v
→0 q. Note thatb12+1+b21+b22 = b12+1+b13 =

b

The case wheresk0

ǫ:b2→ i q′ corresponds to an internal
transition is handled similarly except that now the weight

of sk0

ǫ:b2→ i q′ is 0 instead of1.
This completes the induction step and proves the result.

D Broadcasts

Theorem 20.The PMCP forEF(c1 ∧ c2), and henceL(F),
is undecidable for PDSs interacting via broadcasts is unde-
cidable.

Proof. The result follows by reduction from the problem
of deciding the disjointness of context-free languages ac-
cepted by two given Pushdown Automata (PDA)P1 and
P2. Recall that the language accepted by a PDAP =
(Q, Act, Γ, c0, ∆, F ), denoted byL(P ), is the set of all
wordsw ∈ Γ∗ such that there is a valid path ofP labeled
with w leading from the initial to a final control state ofP .
In order to encode the testing ofL(P1) ∩ L(P2) = ∅ as a
PMCP for pairwise reachability, we proceed as follows:

1. We construct a templateU such that the structure ofU
guarantees that in a systemUn, exactly one copy ofU , say
U [1], executes the transitions ofP1 and exactly one other
copy ofU , sayU [2], executes the transitions ofP2, with the
remaining processes stuck in a newly introduced dead-end
state.

2. We make sure that all executions of transitions of
U [1] andU [2] labeled with the same action symbola are
matched, viz., the execution of the transition ofU [2] imme-
diately follows the execution ofU [1]. Then testing whether
L(P1) ∩ L(P2) = ∅, reduces to deciding whether for some
n, there exists a reachable global state ofUn with bothU [1]
andU [2] in final local states, viz., whetherEF(f1∧f2) holds
for the parameterized system{U}n, for some pair of final
control statesf1 andf2 of P1 andP2, respectively. The
undecidability of the PMCP forEF(f1 ∧ f2) then follows
immediately.

We now briefly discuss how to construct the template
U described above. For eachi, let PDA Pi be the tuple
(Qi, Σ, Γi, ci, ∆i, Fi), whereΣ is the common set of ac-
tion symbols labeling transitions of bothP1 andP2. Sup-
pose thata ∈ Σ is a non-empty action symbol. LetP b

2 be
the PDS that we get fromP2 by replacing each transition
tr2 : c

a
→ d labeled witha, with the pair of broadcast send

and receive transitionstr21 : c
a!!
−→ intr? andintr?

a??
−→ d,

whereintr? is a newly introducedintermediatestate. On the
other hand, letP b

1 be the PDS that we get fromP1 by replac-
ing each transitiontr1 : c

a
→ d labeled witha, with the pair

of broadcast receive and send transitionstr11 : c
a??
−→ intr!

and tr12 : intr!
a!!
−→ d, whereintr! is a newly introduce

intermediate state. Note that the send and receive broadcast
transitions are added inP b

2 in the reverse direction relative
to each other from that inP b

1 which is crucial in ensuring
that requirement 2 is satisfied. Furthermore, in eachP b

j , we
introduce from each control statec which does not already
have an out going broadcast send transition labeled with

a??, the new transition fromc
a??
→ endj of P b

j , whereendj

is a newly introduced dead-end control state ofP b
j . This

is done to ensure that inUn at most two processes execute
anymeaningfulcomputation, the rest eventually ending up
in these dead end states. The templateU can now be defined
by essentially taking theunionof the two PDSsP b

1 andP b
2

by adding a new initial stateiU ; the broadcast send transi-

tion init1 : iU
pick!!
→ c1; and the broadcast receive transition

init2 : iU
pick??
→ c2. Then it can be shown thatL1 ∩ L2 iff

for somen, Un |= EF(f1 ∧ f2), wheref1 andf2 are final
control locations ofP1 andP2, respectively. The undecid-
ability result then follows as an immediate corollary.
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